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Build a solid daily and weekly income online through PayPal! 

No Risk, 5 Day Money Back Policy! 

Times are difficult financially for many, but there are still good ideas, projects and concepts to make people 

money, especially online.  Here is a project you can sink your teeth into, not MLM or gifting or anything illegal, 

but rather this is a reseller/affiliate program where you make sales online and get paid by us at PayPal.  The 

sky is the limit, you can earn as much as you want and as you are willing to work.  You can do this 

anonymously if you want, people just will not know it is you unless you tell them.  We show you how to do 

that.  No one on Facebook has to know that you are making money on Facebook, because you do not offer 

your project there to your friends, but to non-friends.  We show you how to mail postcards, we show you how 

to market online with solo ads and traffic exchanges, and you are harnessing the power of the Internet media 

day in and day out, 24/7, but you do not have to work every day, as our system is always working for you 24/7.  

If you earn five $98 commissions per week, that is $490 weekly, or $1960 monthly.  Our 

system is designed to keep growing this until you literally are earning thousands per week.  

What if you also earned five $38 commissions that week?  That is $190 additional for the 

week, or $2720 for a month if done regularly.  You can begin and market with us for either 

$139.95, or $59, or $25, or $11.  We recommend the $139.95 amount.  You will see why. 

 

We show you every step to do this! 

How does repeated $98 and $38 and $16 and $6 commissions coming to you sound?  Do you finally want to 

quit playing the usual games online and quit striking out on home based earnings? How would you like to go 

for it on earning up to $100 to $300 a day, and later $500 a day? Come and resell with us. Our products are 

sound mentoring from me, Greg Nichols, a 20+ year Internet veteran, and ordained minister. There are 4 

different phases that I created. Our chart will use Phases 3 and 4, which cost $59 or $139.95.  Choosing one of 

these are the 2 recommended levels to join to get to $100 - $500 a day the most quickly. If you buy the 

product for $139.95, we throw in the one for $59 and the 2 lower ones too. ($25 and $11)  If that sale price to 

get all 4 products is too much, then you can safely start at $11 and move up by buying them one at a time as 

fast as you want. We put our products in traffic exchanges to get lower sales who later upgrade, but this 

report on Facebook or solo ads is our best marketing here to make larger sales. We also have offline postcards 

too, and you need not approach friends/relatives at all. 

Purchase Phase 3 for $59:  Market for $38 commissions.  Market two units and earn $76.  You are in profit.  

You get 65% per sale.  Market a few or more of these daily.  Then upgrade to $139.95 as you earn. No price 



break is given with upgrading.  But buying Phase 4 for $139.95 first includes all lower products. We have a 5 

day money back policy.  So you really have no risk at all.  

Purchase Phase 4 for $139.95:  Market for $98 commissions.  (70% payouts) Market two units and earn $196 

and you are in profit. You get 70% per sale.  Plus, you make the $38 commission often also if that level is 

purchased.  All of your referrals follow you in this project, it’s a strict rule.  

 

This fun project is like panning for gold, online! 

If you buy Phase 3, you get $38 on resale, and if you buy Phase 4, you get $98 on resale.  But you never know 

what people are going to do and how much they will buy.  So that is part of the fun of this one. You will be 

surprised at how many decide on the $139.95.  One principle I have learned is that if you want to make more 

money, you need to spend or invest more money. Check out this chart below. 

Phase Level 1 Sale a Day 2 Sales a Day 3 Sales a Day 4 Sales a Day 
$59 $38 $76 $114 $152 

$139.95 $98 $196 $294 $392 
 

Above on the chart, see how few you must sell to be at $300 to $500 a day!  If you buy at $139.95, you will 

qualify to make sales with commissions of $6.60, and $16.25 and $38 and $98.  Either way gives you a fast 

track to quick income. You can start at only $11 if you want the first time.  You get a separate URL for each 

Phase. Once you hit $100 a day, consistently, that is $3000 monthly.  Once you hit $200 a day that is $6000 

monthly. No stopping there though, you want to take it to $300 to $500 daily.  $400 a day is $12,000 monthly.   

Imagine with us $6.60, $16.25, $38 and $98 commissions every week or day at 

PayPal!  Just get in now and build with us. Every contact you find is a contact to 

add to your list, so we are also list building with this project! 

We then have a project that goes higher than this too with higher payments with the same people following 

you there from this one.  That is a single level reseller that begins at $200 and goes up to payouts of $10,000, 

paid to you.  

So how do you get more information and this breakthrough system and strategy?  If you are ready for a 

system that can get you to a few hundred per day, email my team member or myself that sent you this PDF 

report, with the words “Send next step!” We do it this way, simply, on purpose, so any marketer can duplicate 

it, without being techy, and having to build a splash or squeeze page or set up auto-responders.  You see, you 

may be able to do those things, but many cannot.  Let’s use the K.I.S.S. (keep it simple system) here so anyone 

you find can do this too.  Email us now with “Send next step” in your subject line.  Did we mention we use 

offline postcards too?   <>  

 

  



 

I invite you to check out my Christian based novel, “Hungry Nation!”  It is a fictional thriller, with angels and 

demons and crazy things happening, and it is a patriotic and admittedly a politically conservative work, and a 

few have already told me, “best book I ever read!”  Go to http://hungrynation.net or go to Amazon.com or 

BarnesandNoble.com to find it.  

Greg Nichols, Author, Owner of Daily Cash Flow! 

 


